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Can droughts be predicted?
American Geosciences Institute

Can earthquakes be predicted?
U.S. Geological Survey

Can floods be predicted?
U.S. Geological Survey

Can major landslides and debris flows happen in all areas of the U.S.?
U.S. Geological Survey
Can volcanoes be dangerous even when they don't erupt?
U.S. Geological Survey

Does flood risk for a particular location change over time?
Federal Emergency Management Agency

Does hydraulic fracturing cause earthquakes?
U.S. Geological Survey

How and where is waste hydraulic fracturing fluid disposed?
U.S. Geological Survey

How are tsunami early warnings issued?
American Geosciences Institute
How can metal mining impact the environment?
American Geosciences Institute

Popular Frequently Asked Questions

What are the main methods of mining?
American Geosciences Institute

How many active volcanoes are there in the United States?
U.S. Geological Survey

What are the natural warning signs for a tsunami?
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

How many nuclear power plants are there in the U.S.?
U.S. Energy Information Administration

What are the major sources and users of energy in the United States?
U.S. Energy Information Administration